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Blaine, WA (Newsworthy.ai) Wednesday Jun 21, 2023 @ 11:11 AM Eastern —Jampha
Tibetan Wellness accelerates traditional herbal remedies developed over thousands of years
with up-to-date modern research. The most recent addition to their product line, Weightless
Radiance, is an all-natural, stimulant-free supplement that supports weight loss by
balancing hormones, reducing cortisol levels, and optimizing organ function. Weightless
Radiance provides a holistic approach to weight loss, focusing on boosting overall health.

Trinn Hatch, CEO and founder of Jampha Tibetan Wellness, explains, “Many people who
struggle with weight loss will tell you it’s not always as simple as reducing calories or
increasing activity. When organs or systems in the body are congested or overwhelmed, it
can be hard for them to snap back to optimal function without focused, healing support. This
is the basis for our approach with Weightless Radiance. The careful selection of herbs and
terpenes help balance hormones, support digestion, and improve metabolic function.”

Weightless Radiance assists the body in regulating and reducing fat composition while also
increasing metabolism, burning fat cells, and eliminating them from the body. It
accomplishes this by naturally lowering cortisol levels, which in turn reduces stress and
helps regulate sugar levels while minimizing food cravings.

This formula includes components that support internal organ function, promote a balanced
immune system, and optimize various bodily systems such as digestion, adrenals, lymphatic,
endocrine, cardiovascular, urinary, excretory, reproductive, and nervous systems. Unlike
other weight loss products that rely on caffeine and other stimulants, this formula is
hormone-balancing and non-stimulating while increasing natural energy to flow more freely
throughout your body.

Jampha’s Tibetan Infusions were developed by an esteemed Tibetan medicine physician and
lineage holder with more than 50 years of experience, Amchi Thubten Lekshe. He says,
“Weightless Radiance is a comprehensive, nourishing infusion that fortifies and enhances
body resilience while promoting smart weight loss for radiant health.”

In addition to Weightless Radiance, Jampha Tibetan Wellness offers a range of herbal
remedies, including herbal infusions, fast-working topicals, and Tibetan pills that target
specific health needs. Individuals and alternative health practitioners can find remedies to
relieve pain, inflammation, and anxiety, support detox, and boost the immune system. Many
of Jampha’s formulas are available with or without CBD.

“My journey into plant medicine started with a personal desire to heal from injury. Since
then, the Jampha team has been dedicated to delivering clean, pure, and effective herbal
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remedies. The products we sell are potent and have been tested over time, supporting a
healing trajectory for all who use them,” adds Hatch.

Weightless Radiance is the newest in an expanding line of high-quality, all-natural, holistic
products. In addition to providing potent supplements, Jampha is committed to sharing
knowledge. Learn more on their website at Jampha.com.
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